
Homework 2: Shapes & Backgrounds 
(Using Methods with Parameters) 

 

Due: 5:00pm, Friday, October 7th 2011 

 

Set Up  

• Starting with this assignment, you will work with your assigned Programming Partner. 

• Open your home directory (double click on your cs8fXX icon; 2
nd
 icon from the top) and 

create a new directory in your home directory called hw2 (all lowercase).  

• Copy the folder bookClasses from your Desktop into the hw2 directory. 

o Right click on bookClasses > Copy then Right click on hw2 folder > Paste Into Folder 

• When you work in Dr. Java be sure you are editing files in your hw2/bookClasses directory.  

Part 1 - Shapes 
 

This program requires you create a program called CreateShapes.java and modify the existing 

Turtle.java file in order to draw four copies of the same shape (e.g., octagon, star, or some weird 

shape you create, see below for restrictions) but with varying sizes and colors so as to look 

something like this:  

 

 

 

 

But you can't do squares, that is too easy. ☺ 

 

As in the example, you are required to have all four of the shapes be the same shape, be nested 

within one another and have different colors. Your shape should be a closed shape and it should 

have at least 5 sides.  

 

To create this program you will need to do the following: 

 

• Turtle.java already exists in your hw2/bookClasses directory. Open it in DrJava (File, Open, 

surf to your bookClasses folder in your hw2 directory). 

 

• Modify Turtle.java by going to the bottom of the file (but above the last "}" bracket). You will 

add one method to Turtle.java named drawShape which takes in one integer parameter: size 

 

o To be specific, you should add a method AT THE BOTTOM of the Turtle.java file 

that looks like this: 

 

 

 

 

 



/* 

       * Name:       drawShape 

       * Purpose:    Briefly describe the purpose of this class or method 

       * Parameters: List all parameters and their types and what they represent. 

       *             If no parameters, just state None. 

       * Return:     Specify the return type and what it represents. 

       *             If no return value, just specify void. 

       */ 

 

       public void drawShape(int size) 

       { 

         // Put all your commands to use the size parameter 

         // to make one copy of your shape. BE CREATIVE! 

       } 

 (Type this into the bottom of the Turtle.java class, but BEFORE the last "}" in Turtle.java).  

Then fill in lines of code where indicated to make your drawShape method draw your shape the 

specified size (using the parameter size). 

 

Create a program CreateShapes.java that will call your drawShape method 4 times on 4 different turtle 

objects. This is your "application" program. 

 

• In DrJava, open a new file, and type the code below into it.  

/* 

 * Filename: CreateShapes.java 

 * Name:  Your name and your partner’s name 

 * Login: Your cs8fxx account and your partner’s cs8fxx account. 

 * Date:  Month, Day, Year 

 * File:  Name of this file 

 * Sources of Help: ... (for example: names of people, books, websites, etc.) 

 * 

   * Describe what the code does here. 

  */ 

 

 public class CreateShapes 

 { 

   /* 

    * Name:       main 

    * Purpose:    Briefly describe the purpose of this class or method 

     * Parameters: List all parameters and their types and what they represent. 

      *             If no parameters, just state None. 

    * Return:     Specify the return type and what it represents. 

    *             If no return value, just specify void. 

    */ 

 

  public static void main (String[] args) 

  { 

    // Put all your commands to create a World, 4 turtles and control 

    // your turtles (e.g calling your drawShape method) here  

    // AND REMOVE THIS COMMENT 

  } 

} 



• Save CreateShapes.java in your hw2/bookClasses directory. Add the lines inside the main 

method necessary to do the following: 

o Create a simple World. It should be large enough to contain all your nested shapes! 

o Create four turtles in that World.  

o For each turtle you will call the method drawShape method with a different size (to 

get the nesting effect). 

 

• Hint: In order to get the shapes to be nested, you may need to have each turtle be created at 

different (x,y) locations in the World. (HINT: Look through Turtle.java for a way to do this). 

• Note: Please use the term "Shape" not the shape you use. We will be looking specifically for 

the method drawShape in Turtle.java and for the file CreateShapes.java all in your 

hw2/bookClasses directory. 

• You are required to use four turtles and have each sized shape be a different color. However, 

feel free to be creative. (e.g. not all the "sides" of your shape have to be the same size.) 

• Hint: If you want to hide the turtle from appearing in the final image, you can do so. Check 

the documentation for the SimpleTurtle class on how to do that. It a single line of code, 

really! It is also discussed in the textbook. 

Part 2 - Backgrounds  

Add two new methods to Picture.java in your hw2/bookClasses folder. The first method will 

set a Picture to a single specified solid background color. The second method will alternate 

between a specified color and black for each pixel in a Picture.  

Method 1:  public void createSolid(int r, int g, int b) 

o Add a method called createSolid  to the BOTTOM of Picture.java in your 

hw2/bookClasses directory. This method will create a "solid canvas" of a particular 

color. This method takes three integer parameters which are the desired red, green, and 

blue components of the final color. 

o The method should set ALL the pixels in the picture to the color values indicated by the 

parameters.  

o The three parameters are the red, green, and blue components of the background color. 

Hint: you can create a new Color object using RGB values like this: 
 

Color c = new Color(255, 0, 0);  // Will create a Red color 
 

o Javadoc is your friend! Use it to read about the classes that you are going to use in this 

assignment.  

Method 2:  public void createPattern(int r, int g, int b)  

o Add a method (to the BOTTOM of Picture.java) called createPattern. This method 

should set every even pixel in the picture to "black" (that is pixels at indices 0,2,4,6,8, 

etc.) and the odd pixels to the color passed in as parameters (in the same red, green, blue 

format as in createSolid). That is, pixels in the Picture's pixelArray with odd indices 

(1,3,5,7, etc.) should be set to the color values passed into the method as parameters.  

Testing your methods (in an application):  

o Create a new file called HW2A.java in your hw2/bookClasses directory where you will 

write a Java application to test your methods.  



o Start by typing in the below code. Save the file in hw2/bookClasses. 

/* Filename: HW2A.java 

 * Name:  Your name and your partner’s name 

 * Login: Your cs8fxx account and your partner’s cs8fxx account. 

 * Date:  Month, Day, Year 

 * File:  Name of this file 

 * Sources of Help: ... (for example: names of people, books, websites, etc.) 

 * 

 * Describe what the code does here. 

 */ 

 

public class HW2A 

{ 

  /* 

   * Name:       main 

   * Purpose:    Briefly describe the purpose of this class or method 

   * Parameters: List all parameters and their types and what they represent. 

   *             If no parameters, just state None. 

   * Return:     Specify the return type and what it represents. 

   *             If no return value, just specify void. 

   */ 

 

  public static void main (String[] args) 

  { 

    // Put all your commands to open two pictures using FileChooser 

    // and call each method and show each result of calling the methods. 

    // Then REMOVE THIS COMMENT.  

  } 

} 

o Fill in the statements (inside the main method) you need to test and show the results of 

your methods.  

� For each method we suggest you use FileChooser.pickAFile() to pick the 

file 640x480.jpg. This is in your mediasources directory on your Desktop.  

� Next call the method you are testing. 

� Then show the resulting Picture.  

Do this for each Picture method you wrote (createSolid then createPattern). You should 

(for your personal gratification) check out the differences in the pictures you made. They 

should look something similar to the pictures below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Note: We want you to have fun with this assignment so feel free to play around! You can 

modify the values of each pixel instead of replacing them! What COOL pictures can you make? 

How to turn in your homework electronically  

Make sure the program works correctly in your cs8fxx login on the workstations in the labs in 

the basement of the CSE building when the workstations are booted under Linux (CentOS). 

 

When you are ready to turn your program in, first open a terminal window by right clicking in 

the empty area of your computer’s desktop and select "Open a new Terminal." Then type in the 

following command 

 
 turnin hw2 

The turnin script will look for these four files in your hw2/bookClasses directory:  

• CreateShapes.java 
• Turtle.java 
• Picture.java  
• HW2A.java  

You can verify your turnin with the following command 
 

 verify hw2 

 

It is your responsibility to make sure you properly turned in your assignment. 

 

START EARLY!!! 

 

And Have Fun! 
 


